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1. Purpose statement
The aim of this learning object is to develop students’ awareness of China’s multicultural and multilingual diversity by exploring
some of China’s minority groups. Approximately 92 per cent of China’s total population of 1.2 billion people belongs to the Han
ethnic group. In the Chinese context the term ‘minority groups’ refers to the 8 per cent of the population who belong to more than
50 other ethnic groups.
This learning object aims to provide students with opportunities to develop intercultural knowledge and understanding, specifically
to:
� compare their own language(s) and culture(s) with Chinese language(s) and culture(s)
� explore the multiple dimensions of Chinese culture
� develop the capability to engage with difference
� discuss and compare the values, beliefs and attitudes of diverse cultures
� reflect on their own intercultural behaviour.

2. Overview
This learning object will provide students with the opportunity to visit eight locations in China to find out about China’s minority
groups. The locations provide details of Chinese culture with an emphasis on the promotion of intercultural understanding. Students
can save the pictures and text to create their own written or audio-visual presentation on the topic. Students will, however, need to
write any additional Chinese script on their own computers. The scripts of the tours can be used for listening comprehension, cloze
passages or sequencing activities. Students can use the scripts as a model to write their own dialogue, which could be presented
using ICT or performed in class.
Students will first see a map of Australia. Following a simple animation, two zoom-in transitions will locate Beijing in China.
Students will then see a tourist style map with eight specific locations graphically highlighted.



Students can choose from a range of interactive language learning opportunities.

� Two narrated tours in Chinese:
These tours visit different locations on the map. At each location on a tour, two characters, a visitor and a guide, discuss the
location and the minority group or groups which live there using a slide show of 1 to 5 slides. In addition, they may make reference
to their own experience, comparing what they’re seeing to something familiar or in contrast with their individual context, thus
personalising the tour from both the visitor and guide’s perspective. In Tour 1, a Han Chinese is the visitor and the guide is from a
minority group. In Tour 2, a Westerner is the visitor and the guide is a Han Chinese. At the conclusion of the slide show for a
location, students will see the map and an animated dot trail to the next location. While the audio is playing students can also read
the transcript in Hanzi with Pinyin support. The Pinyin conventions as prescribed by the National Committee on the Basic Rules for
Hanyu Pinyin Orthography in 1996 have been used throughout this learning object.

� For each location a range of information and tools is available to the learner.

���� Information About
a. The Simple description: A text description in Hanzi with audio and Pinyin support talks about the specific location and the
minority group or groups which live there.
b. Detailed description: An English text description provides further information about each location. As this is in Simpletext,
students can copy and save this to their Backpack (see below).

���� Gallery
This will provide students with captioned image-based resources (photos, graphics, diagrams or maps). Students can look at
individual images and use the Backpack function (see below) to select and save the images for use in projects, PowerPoint
presentations and other learning activities.

� Vocab
At each location, and throughout the tours, students will have access to an online vocab list in Hanzi, Pinyin and English with audio
support. Each contains words with which students may not be familiar.

���� The Backpack
This allows students to select and collect (copy) many of the items they read and see in the Explorer in their backpack. For
example, students can select images from the gallery, or English text from the detailed description, which they can manipulate.
They can also save Chinese text and vocbulary, but as these will in effect be an image, they cannot be manipulated. They can then
save any of these items to a ‘user defined location’, e.g. a folder on their hard drive.
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3. Language level (Prior knowledge)
Approximately 100 hours of Chinese language learning
Texts are short and based on familiar structures written in Hanzi with Pinyin and audio support. Students should be familiar with:

� declarative sentences using 

� questions using and 
� possessive and attributive uses of the particle 

� uses of the verbs , ,  and 

� use of the verbal particles and

� use of the linking adverb 

� use of the adverb  to indicate the present continuous tense

� use of the conjunction 

� use of the / ... ( )  pattern for comparison.

4. Learning outcomes
Students will enhance their understanding of the relationship between Chinese language and culture. Students will come to
understand and appreciate the social, cultural, geographical and historical contexts of minority groups in China through visual
stimulus. Given examples of effective communication in Chinese, students are provided with the tools to create their own descriptions
and dialogues.

Using language
Students will learn about:
� redundancy and the need to focus on key words when listening to and reading text
� ways to use contextual clues and prior knowledge to predict the meaning of new words
� resources that can be used to enhance comprehension
� principles of text organisation and structure in constructing own text
� referring to models to express own ideas
� the use of ICTs for communicative purposes.

Students will learn to:
� develop strategies to manage unfamiliar language in spoken and written text, e.g. identifying context, and focusing on familiar
    language elements
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� deduce the meaning of unfamiliar words from context



� access available resources to assist in understanding text, e.g. word lists, sound files
� convey information in a sequence of sentences, each containing one or two main points, e.g. subject + verb + object, and in
    linked sentences, e.g. using connectives such as 
� use available resources to support the construction of new texts
� use ICTs to support production of original texts, e.g. word processing and digital images.

Moving between cultures
Students will learn about:
� cultural characteristics of minority groups in modern China
� characteristics that all people share as well as some of the differences
� visible representations of the cultural identity of some Chinese minority groups
� similarities and differences between various Chinese-speaking communities
� traditional and contemporary cultural practices across cultures
� exploring cultural diversity using ICTs
� collecting and interpreting electronic information, with consideration of its ethical use, in order to identify and reflect on
    representations of culture.

Students will learn to:
� identify places of cultural significance to Chinese minority groups, e.g. places of worship
� recognise ways in which Chinese minority groups express their culture, e.g. music, dance, food, games, celebrations
� recognise visible representations of the cultural identity of some Chinese minority groups, e.g. traditional dress
� compare aspects of their own lifestyle (e.g. food) with those of various Chinese-speaking communities
� reflect on influences in Chinese minority groups’ cultures, e.g. festivals, religions
� gather information about Chinese minority groups by using ICTs
� research and present information on Chinese minority groups and Chinese-speaking communities using a range of ICTs
    including the Internet.
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5. Classroom activities
This resource can be used as a cross-curriculum learning object. In particular, links with the following areas can be exploited by
teachers:
� ICT: making associations between text, sound and images to support understanding of Chinese
� Civics and Citizenship: recognising appropriate intercultural behaviour in diverse settings
� Difference and diversity: discussing and comparing the values and beliefs of diverse cultures
� Multiculturalism: identifying cultural values and practices in observing social interaction among community members; recognising
    that language and behaviour reflect important aspects of culture.

This learning object is best used if students are encouraged to:
� interact with peers and others, e.g. through discussion and teamwork
� construct knowledge through noticing and observing, discovering and drawing connections
� interact with peers and others, e.g. through discussion and teamwork
� enquire, question and compare
� reflect on their own beliefs, behaviour and experiences and how they are shaped by their culture(s)
� take responsibility for their own learning, e.g. through self-monitoring.

Suggested activites for students:
Beliefs and customs
� Research other Chinese minority groups.
� Compare and contrast multicultural and multilingual diversity and history in China and Australia.
� Compare and contrast horse riding events held in China with those held in Australia.
� Compare the raising of cattle, sheep and horses and other agricultural practices in China and Australia.
� Find out more about Hainan Island and other Chinese holiday destinations and compare and contrast them
    with holiday destinations in Australia.
� Compare and contrast the different ways tea is drunk in Chinese, Australian and other cultures.
� Discuss the significance and use of colour in Chinese minority and Han traditional clothing and society.
� Discuss the different ways and signs used to find your way in remote areas of China and Australia.
� Compare the staple foods and meats eaten in different parts of China and contrast them with those eaten in Australia.
� Discuss the kinds of food available in Chinese minority and Chinese restaurants.
� Find out more about Tibetan Buddhism, Islam and other religions practised in China.They could also compare and contrast these
   with religious beliefs in Australia
� Discuss similarities and differences in traditional Chinese minority and Han traditional and modern housing.
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Historical
� Find out more about Genghis Khan.
� Find out about the non-Han dynasties which have ruled China, such as the Yuan (Mongols) and
   Qing (Manchu).

Cooking
� Follow recipes to make ‘Hainan chicken rice’ and ‘zongzi’.

The Arts
� Make Uygur hats.
� Perform the Korean ‘Drum dance’ and ‘Fan dance’, the Zhuang ‘Bamboo Pole dance’ and other Chinese dances.
� Sing some Chinese minority and other Chinese songs.
� Act out the Uygur “Girls chasing” activity and discuss the different ways young people meet future partners in other
    parts of China and in Australia.
� Act out the Dai ‘Water splashing festival’ .
� Act out the Tibetan practice of offering white silk scarves and discuss symbols of friendship in other cultures.
� Hold a multicultural day with costumes, food, music and dancing from China’s minority groups.
� Make a Tibetan sand mandala and act out a dissolution ceremony, by sweeping it away to symbolise the impermanence of all
   phenomena.
� Find out more about Chinese minority and Han traditional and modern music.

Use Chinese to:
� Play the Dragon boat races game sitting in teams and sliding on the floor using appropriate phrases of encouragement
    in Chinese.
� Conduct a survey to find out how many languages their schoolmates can speak and present their findings in a bar graph or pie
   chart either using technology or on paper, with written and/or audio examples of the languages.
� Draw, colour in and use Chinese to label some Chinese minority and Han traditional clothing.
� Role play eating at a Chinese minority restaurant.
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Teachers could:
� Invite a ‘gongfu’ expert to talk to their students and to demonstrate and teach some basic ‘gongfu’ movements.
� Invite a Tibetan Buddhist and/or Muslim Imam to talk to their students.
� Invite a dance expert to demonstrate and teach some Chinese minority and Han dances.
� Invite local community members, who may be from one of the Chinese minority groups, to talk to their students.
� Organise an excursion to a Buddhist centre and/or a mosque.
� Organise an outing to view any performances by Chinese visiting dance, music, and theatre groups.
� Organise a visit to a Chinese minority, e.g. Mongolian barbecue, or Han restaurant.
� Organise a visit to a museum or art gallery with exhibits from Chinese minority groups.

6. Helpful links
To the best of our knowledge, the web sites listed in the following pages contain no controversial materials or links. However, it is
always best if teachers check these themselves before recommending them to students. Teachers should also be aware that web
sites can be transitory and no longer available. Students could also be encouraged to use the Internet to search for information
using key words.

These web sites may be useful for teacher reference
http://www.curriculum.edu.au/accessasia/lesson_plans.htm (Lesson plans, including an Yi village)
http://www.travelchinaguide.com/intro/nationality/56list.htm (Information on 55 Chinese minority groups)
http://www.uygurworld.com/_sgg/f10000.htm (Information on Uygur peole and its culture)
http://www.travel-to-china.net/yunnan/ethnic/achang.htm (Minority groups in Yunnan province)
http://www.cntravel.biz/china_columns/festivals/ (Festivals in China, including festivals of minority groups)
http://www.canonfans.com/digest/8/18090052813.htm (Information on Dai costumes- Chinese web site)
http://gb2.chinabroadcast.cn/773/2003-3-19/119@185044.htm (Minority festivals – Chinese web site)
http://www.chinatibetnews.com/GB/channel7/45/200208/15/1328.html (Information on Tibet and its customs – Chinese site)
http://www.koreasociety.org/MAIN/KS_LessonPlans/Lessons/klp_i.pdf (Korean drum dance)
http://www.silk-road.com/toc/index.html (The Silk Road Foundation)

The following web site is full of ideas, resources, lesson plans and activities relating to multicultural Australia. Many of the ideas
could then be used to support the development of intercultural knowledge and skills as far as both Australia and China are
concerned, including linking with Australian Aboriginal cultural diversity.
http://www.multiculturalaustralia.edu.au/activities/index.php
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These web sites may be useful for teacher reference and for student research:
Buddhism
http://www.kids.net.au/encyclopedia-wiki/bu/Buddhism (Buddhism)

Chinese minority groups in general
http://www.c-c-c.org/chineseculture/minority
(Comprehensive list of Chinese minority groups with general information on them)
http://www.paulnoll.com/China/minority groups/ (General information on Chinese minority groups)
http://chineseculture.about.com/library/china/ethnic/blsethnic.htm (General information on Chinese minority groups)
http://www.travelchinaguide.com/intro/nationality/56list.htm (minority groups in China)
http://www.kiddyhouse.com/SStudies/Countries/China/ (China Resources for kids and teachers)
http://www.travelchinaguide.com/intro/nationality/56list.htm (minority groups in China)
http://www.curriculum.edu.au/accessasia/network/ (Asia EdNet - Home)
http://www.chinavista.com/home.html (China Vista - a comprehensive guide to Chinese culture essentials and travel)
http://www.chinatown-online.co.uk/pages/culture/ethnic/index.html (Chinatown Online - Ethnic minority groups in China)
http://www.worldalmanacforkids.com/explore/nations/china.html (General informtion on China including minority groups)
http://www.imb.org/easia/peopleplaces/peoplegroup.htm (General information on Chinese minority groups)
http://www.china-fpa.org/english/china/index.htm (General information on Chinese minority groups)
http://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/nationalities.htm (Information on Chinese minority groups)
http://www.china.org.cn/english/features/EthnicGroups/126822.htm (General information on Chinese minority groups)
p://www.ajkids.com/ (Ask Jeeves Kids - can provide answers and safe links to most questions)

Food
http://www.gochina.com/cuisine/ethnic.htm (Special dishes of Chinese minority groups)
http://www.warriortours.com/intro/cuisine_minority.htm (Chinese Food:Ethnic Food)
http://www.unileverfoodsolutionsasia.com/recipes/recipe0074.html(Hainan chicken rice)

Ghengis Khan
http://www.isidore-of-seville.com/genghis/5.html (Kids (K-5) (Genghis Khan on the Web))

History
http://www.atozkidsstuff.com/china.html (General information on China and its history)

Mongolia
http://www.mongoliatourism.gov.mn/ (Mongolian Tourism/Official tourism Web site)
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Tibet
http://www.tibet.org/Culture/ (Tibet Online)

Zhuang minority group
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7. Vocabulary

 Location 1 - Beijing

Chinese Pinyin English

 

bi‡njÔng dÔq
fÒzhu‡ng
H„nyÚ
sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ
shÊud

border area(s)

costume(s)

Chinese language

minority group(s)

capital(s)

 Location 2 - Mt Changbai

Chinese Pinyin English

Ch·oxi‚nzÒ
gÚwÚ
gÚzhËng
k‚o
l„
p„oc„i
sh„nwÚ
yuÎqÔ

Korean minority group

drum dance

zither (musical instrument)

(to) roast 

hot (chilli) 

kimchi

fan dance

musical instrument
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 Location 3 - Mongolian grasslands

Chinese Pinyin English

·ob‡o   

ChÈngjÏsÏh„n  

k‚o 
luÁtuo  
MÍnggÚb‡o
MÍnggÚrÈn    
MÍnggÚzÒ
NÎi MÍnggÚ      
sh‡mÁ
shu‡iji‡o          
xi‡nghuÔ

yÏngxiÂng          
yÚy·n

places used as signposts in 

Mongolia     

Genghis Khan (Mongolian leader       

in 13th century)

(to) roast

camel(s) 

yurt(s)

Mongolian(s)

Mongolian minority group

Inner Mongolia

desert(s)                 

(to) wrestle                                         

meeting(s) (specially for males and 

females)

hero(es)                              

language(s)
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 Location 4 - Xinjiang Autonomous Region

Chinese Pinyin English

  

     

            

d‡ngdÔ 
g‚ny·ng 
huÊlÒ
mÛy·ngrÈn  
n·ng
SÏchÂu-zhÏlÛ
tÓyÛ 
wÈizhe    
WÈiwÒÍrzÒ       
YÏsÏl·n ji„otÒ
zhuÏ              

local       

(to) lead the sheep          

(fire) stove(s) 

shepherd(s)

Uygur bread                    

Silk Road

physical activity (sport)

surrounding                         

Uygur minority             

Moslem(s)

(to) chase    
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 Location 5 - Tibet Plateau

Chinese Pinyin English

bÓs„i     
c‡nji‡
fÂji„otÒ
l‚ma
m·oniÒ 
QÏngz„ng g‡oyu·n        
XÏz„ng  
Z„ngzÒ(rÈn)        

competition(s)
(to) participate
Buddhist(s)

lama(s)      

yak(s) 
             

Tibet Plateau
Tibet                        
Tibetan(s)    

 Location 6 - Xishuangbanna

Chinese Pinyin English

B·izÒ
D‚izÒ 
D‰ngb‡wÈn

gÚchÈng 
N„xÏzÒ
sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ
T„iguÂ
XÏshu‡ngb‚nn„

Bai minority 

Dai minority

Dongba script, language 

used by Naxi people

ancient (old) town(s)

Naxi minority 

minority groups

Thai or Thailand

Xishuangbanna
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 Location 7 - Guangxi Province

Chinese Pinyin English

bi‡nzhÏ 
fËngjÓng q
GuÔlÌn
hu· lÂngzh‰u 
HuÊb‚jiÈ
ji‡ot‰ng g‰ngjÛ
LÌ Ji‡ng 
mÓ
NiÒshÈnjiÈ          
nuÁmÓ  
Y·ozÒ
YÌzÒ   
zhÒp·i  
zhÚshÌ 
Zhu„ngzÒ   
zÁngzi

(to) weave                         

tourist attraction(s) 

Guilin (a city)   

(to) row a dragon boat

Torch Festival

transport tool(s)

Li River

rice (before it is cooked)  

the Cattle Soul Festival      

glutinous rice              

Yao minority

Yi minority

bamboo raft(s)    

staple food                    

Zhuang minority   

sticky rice parcel(s)
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 Location 8 - Hainan Island

Chinese Pinyin English

bi‡nzhÏ
d‚zhÒwÚ   
H‚in·n D‚o
LÌzÒ
S‡ny„  ShÔ      
wÈnshËn
zhÒtÊng             

(to) weave

bamboo pole dance(s)

Hainan Island        

Li minority people

Sanya (a city in Hainan)  

tattoo(s)

bamboo tube(s)            

 Tour 1- Comparing food

Chinese Pinyin English

 

b‚onu‚n
bÓngg‡n
Ch·oxi‚nc„i 
Ch·oxi‚nzÒ
fËngfÛ
h‡mÔgu‡
H‚in·n
H„nzÒrÈn
hÈyÎ
k‚o 
l„ 
LÌzÒ

(to) keep warm

biscuit(s)

Korean dish(es)

Korean minority group

rich/having large varieties

honey melon(s)

Hainan

Han people

lotus leaf(ves)

(to) roast

(hot)chilli

Li minority
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 Tour 1- Comparing food (cont)
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Chinese Pinyin English

m·oniÒ 
mi„nfÍn
mi„nshÌ 
nuÁmÓ 
p„oc„i
pÒtao 
sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ
w„iguÂurÈn
WÈiwÒÍrzÒ
xi·n
yËn‚i
yÛmÓ

yak(s)

flour

wheat product(s)

glutinous rice

kimchi

grape(s)

minority people

foreigner(s)

Uygur

salty

coconut milk

corn



 Tour 2 - Comparing minority activities/festivals

Chinese Pinyin English

Ch·oxi‚nzÒ
d‚ji„
D‚zhÒwÚ
D‚izÒ 
di‡oy·ng
fÒzhu‡ng
GniangzhuÏ
gÚwÚ
gÚyuÎduÔ
H„nzÒrÈn  
hÁud„i
hu· lÂngzh‰u
huÂdÁng
LÌzÒ

Korean minority

(to) fight

Bamboo pole dance(s)

Dai minority

Diaoyang - a Uygur activity

costume(s)/clothing

Girl chasing -  a Uygur activity

drum dance(s)

ancient music band(s)

Han people

desendant(s)

(to) row dragon boat

activity(ies)

Li minority 
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 Tour 2 - Comparing minority activities/festivals (cont.)

Chinese Pinyin English

 

LÌzÒ
MÍnggÚzÒ 
mÌnzÒ
N„xÏzÒ
P‰shuÓjiÈ
qi‚ng y·ng
s„im‚
sh„nwÚ  
sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ
shu‡iji‡o
TÚÍrqÌrÈn 

Li minority 

Mongolians

race(s)

Naxi minority

Water-splashing festival

Snatching sheep - a Uygur activity

horse-riding competition(s)

fan dance(s)

minority people

(to) wrestle

Turkish people
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8. Tour Script 1
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Chinese English

    ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme c„i?

A: 
     ZhÎ shÔ  Ch·oxi‚nc„i.   

B: 
ZhÎ shÔ Ch·oxi‚nzÒ xÓhuan chÏ de k‚o niÒrÁu.

A:  What food is this?
  
B:  This is Korean food. 
      This is the BBQ that the Korean minority likes to
       eat.

    NÓ chÏguo p„oc„i ma?

B: 

       MÈi yÊu,    t„i  l‡   le.   

A: 
TÏngshu‰ Ch·oxi‚n p„oc„i shÔ yÁng d„  b·ic„i zuÁ de.

     DuÔ.

B: 

B:  Have you tried Kimchi?
 

A:  No, it's too hot.
     I heard that Kimchi is made from Chinese 
     cabbage.
  
B:  That's right.

   ZhÎ shÔ k‚o shÈnme rÁu?

A: 

    ZhÎ shÔ  MÍnggÚrÈn de k‚o y·ngrÁu.    

B: 

NÓmen H„nzÒrÈn  chÏ y·ngrÁu ma?

WÊmen hÍn sh‚o chÏ y·ngrÁu.    

A:
WÊmen zhÚy„o chÏ zhrÁu hÈ  niÒrÁu.

A:  What roast meat is this?
 

B:  This is Mongolian roasted mutton. 
     Do you Han people eat lamb?

A:  We seldom eat lamb. 
    We mainly eat pork and beef.
 



    T‡men hË  de shÔ shÈnme?

A: 

     ZhÎ ji„o n‚ich·.

B: 
   Xi„ng w„iguÂurÈn de  n‚ich· ma?

A: 

     BÛ yÏy„ng.     ZhÎ zhÊng n‚ich· shÔ xi·n de.

B: 

   
A:  What do they drink?
   
B:  This is called milk tea.
  
A:  Is it similar to the milk tea western people drink?
  
B:  No, this kind of milk tea is salty.

    ZhÎ k„n sh„ngqu xi„ng   yÏ zhÊng bÓngg‡n.

A:

      QÌshÌ zhÎ shÔ    WÈiwÒÍrzÒ   de mi„nb‡o.    

B: 
T‡ shÔ yÁng jÏd„n,       niÒn‚i hÈ mi„nfÍn zuÁ de.

 

       WÊmen bÛ ch·ng chÏ mi„nb‡o.   

A:
WÊmen zhÚy„o chÏ  mÓf„n       hÈ mi„nshÌ.

  

   
A:  This looks like some kind of biscuit.

B:  In fact, this is a kind of bread that the Uygurs eat. 
      It is made from eggs, milk and flour.
  

A:  We don't eat bread very often. We mainly eat rice
     and wheat products.

          WÈiwÒÍrzÒ    zuÔ xÓhuan chÏ de shuÓguÊ shÔ xÏgua ma?

A:
    DuÔ,     h·i yÊu  pÒtao   hÈ  h‡mÔgu‡.

B:    

 

   
A:  Is watermelon the Uygurs'  favourite fruit?

B:  Yes, grapes and honey melons are also very 
     popular.
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    ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme dÁngwu?

A: 
     ZhÎ shÔ m·oniÒ.     Z„ngzÒrÈn y‚ng hÍn du‰ m·oniÒ. 

B: 
     T‡men hË  m·oniÒn‚i     chÏ m·oniÒrÁu.

    
     T‡men chÏ hÍn du‰  rÁu ma?

A: 
  ShÔ de.    YÏnwÎi XÏz„ng hÍn lÍng,  

B: 
Z„ngzÒrÈn y„o chÏ hÍn du‰ rÁu l·i b‚onu‚n.

   
A:  What animals are these?
   

B:  They are yaks. Tibetans raise a lot of yaks. 
      They eat yak meat and drink yak milk.
  
A:  Do they eat a lot of meat?
  

B:  Yes. Because Tibet is very cold, 
      they have to eat a lot of meat to keep warm.

    ZhÎ  bÛ shÔ zÁngzi ma?

A:

      ShÔ.   ZhÎ shÔ Zhu„ngzÒrÈn chÏ de  yÏ zhÊng shÌwÛ.

B: 
       WÊmen     H„nzÒrÈn   yÍ chÏ  zÁngzi.   

A:
ZÁngzi  shÔ  nuÁmÓ  zuÁ de.

Zhu„ngzÒrÈn chÏ  d„mÓ  ma?

     ChÏ.    T‡men yÍ chÏ hÍn du‰  yÛmÓ. 

B:  

   
A:  Isn't this a 'zongzi'?

B:  Yes, this is one of the Zhuang people's foods.
  

A:  We Han people also eat 'zongzi'. 
     'Zongzi' are made from sticky rice.
     Do the Zhuang people also eat rice?

A:  Yes.  They also eat a lot of corn.



   Zhu„ngzÒ yÁng zhÒyÎ zuÁ    zÁngzi.   

A:  
H„nzÒ yÁng  hÈyÎ  zuÁ      hÈyÎf„n.

ZhËn yÊu  yÔsi!

   

     NÓ tÏngshu‰guo   LÌzÒ de     zhÒtÊngf„n    ma?   

B: 
     N„  shÔ yÁng zhÒtÊng zuÁ de.

    
     ShÔ ma?    NÓ chÏguo       zhÒtÊngf„n    ma?  

A: 
  MÈi yÊu.

B: 

   
A:  Zhuang people use bamboo leaves to make 
    'Zongzi'. 
     Han people use lotus leaves to make 
    'Lotus leave rice'. 
    That's really interesting.

B:  Have you heard about the Li people's 'Bamboo 
      Tube Rice'. 
      It's made with a bamboo tube.)
  

A:  Really? Have you ever tried their 'Bamboo Tube 
      Rice'.

B:  No, I haven't.

    D„n wÊ chÏguo  t‡men  de     H‚in·n  jÏf„n.  

B:  
     WÊ yÍ chÏguo      H‚in·n  jÏf„n,         hÍn h‚ochÏ.    

A: 
      DuÔ,     n„ shÔ yÁng jÏ  hÈ   yËn‚i zuÁ de.  

B:
     Sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ  de  shÌwÛ zhËn fËngfÛ.

A:  
 

   
B:  But I have eaten 'Hainan chicken rice'.

A:  I've also tried 'Hainan chicken rice'. It's delicious.
  

B:  Yes, it's made from chicken and coconut milk.

A:  Minority people's food is full of variety. 
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9. Tour Script 2

Chinese English

    T‡men shÔ shÈnme rÈn?

A:    
    T‡men shÔ Zh‰nguÂrÈn.    

B: 
T‡men shÔ Zh‰ngguÂ de sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ.

         
   Zh‰ngguÂ yÊu du‰sh‚o ge sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ?

A:    

WÚshÌwÚ ge.

B: 

A:  What nationality are they? 
 

B:  They're Chinese.
      They're a Chinese minority people.

A: How many minority groups are there in China?

B: Fifty-five.

    WÎishÈnme  t‡men chu‡n de   yÏfu   hÈ  nÓ  de  bÛ  yÏy„ng?

A: 
   Sh‚oshÛ      mÌnzÒ yÊu sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ  de fÒzhu‡ng.

B:  
WÊ shÔ H„nzÒrÈn.

WÊmen yÍ  yÊu zÔjÓ       de fÒzhu‡ng.

 

A:  Why do they wear different clothes from you? 

B:  Minority groups have their own costumes.
      I'm a Han.
      We also have our own costumes.

   ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ?

A: 
    ZhÎ shÔ Ch·oxi‚nzÒ.   

B: 

A:  What minority group is this?
 
B:  These are Koreans.
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    T‡men z„i  d‚gÚ   h·ishÔ  z„i ti„owÚ?

A: 
      T‡men z„i ti„owÚ.     ZhÎ shÔ     gÚwÚ.

B: 

A:  Are they playing drums or dancing? 

B:  They're dancing.
      This is called the 'Drum dance'.

    WÎishÈnme  t‡men chu‡n de   yÏfu   hÈ  nÓ  de  bÛ  yÏy„ng?

A: 
   Sh‚oshÛ      mÌnzÒ yÊu sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ  de fÒzhu‡ng.

B:  
WÊ shÔ H„nzÒrÈn.

WÊmen yÍ  yÊu zÔjÓ       de fÒzhu‡ng.

 

A:  Why do they wear different clothes from you? 

B:  Minority groups have their own costumes.
      I'm a Han.
      We also have our own costumes.

    N„me zhÎ shÔ    sh„nwÚ    ba!

A: 
      DuÔ.        Sh„nwÚ     hÈ      GÚwÚ      

B
shÔ  t‡men zuÔ xÓhuan  de wÚ.

A:  Then this must be the 'Fan dance'.
 
B:  Yes, the 'Drum dance' and the 'Fan dance' are 
      their favourite dances.
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Chinese English

   ZhÎ shÔ lÔngw„i yÏ  ge   mÌnzÒ  ma?

A: 
    ZhÎ shÔ  MÍnggÚzÒ.    

B: 

A:  Is this another minority group?

B:  These are Mongolians.

    T‡men z„i   d‚ji„  ma?

A: 
    BÛ shÔ,      t‡men  z„i shu‡iji‡o.  

B: 
Shu‡iji‡o shÔ  t‡men  de yÏ zhÊng yÛndÁng.

A:  Are they fighting?

B:  No, they're wrestling.
      Wrestling is one of their sports.

        QÌm‚   yÍ shÔ    t‡men de  yÏ zhÊng  yÛndÁng ma?

A: 
    ShÔ de.     

B: 

A:  Is horse riding also one of their sports?
 
B:  Yes, it is.
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Chinese English

     T‡men yÊu  di‚nr xi„ng  TÒÍrqÌrÈn.

A: 
      NÓ sh‰uduÔ le.      T‡men shÔ     TÒÍrqÌrÈn      de  hÁud„i.    

B: 
T‡men shÔ    WÈiwÒÍrzÒrÈn. 

A:  They look a little like Turkish people.

B:  You're right.  They are the descendants of the 
     Turks.
     They're Uygurs.

   ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme huÂdÁng?

A:
    ZhÎ ji„o   "GniangzhuÏ",     Gniang z„i zhuÏ xi‚ohuÊzi.  

B.  

A:  What is this activity?

B:  This is called 'Girls chasing'. The girls are 
      chasing the boys.

     T‡men z„i s„im‚ ma?

A:
    BÛ shÔ.    T‡men z„i qi‚ng y·ng.  .

B. 
   ZhÎ huÂdÁng ji„o  "Di‡oy·ng"

A:  Are they having a horse riding competition?
 
B:  No.  they are fighting for the sheep.
      This activity is called 'Snatching sheep'.
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Chinese English

   ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme mÌnzÒ?

A: 
   ZhÎ shÔ Z„ngzÒ.

B: 

A:  What minority group is this?

B:  These are Tibetans.

    T‡men yÍ  xÓhuan  qÌm‚  ma?

A:
    XÓhuan.    T‡men mÍi ni·n d‰u yÊu s„im‚ huÂdÁng.

B. 

A:  Do they also like horse riding?

B:  Yes, they have an annual horse riding 
    competition.

    T‡men hÍn xi‚o jiÛ xuÈ  qÌm‚   ma?

A: 
    DuÔ.   Xi‚o h·izi d‰u huÔ  qÌm‚.

B.

A:  Do they learn horse riding from an early age?
 
B:  Yes.  All small children can ride a horse.
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Chinese English

   ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme mÌnzÒ?

A: 
     ZhÎ shÔ   N„xÏzÒ.

B: 

A:  What minority group is this?

B:  These are the Naxi.

    T‡men z„i bi·oy‚n,    duÔ ma?

A:
     DuÔ.   ZhÎ shÔ  N„xÏ   gÚyuÎduÔ.     

B. 
     NÓ  k„n,          t‡men   d„bÛfen  d‰u  qÏ-b‡shÌ  suÔ.

A:  It looks like they are performing.

B:  Yes, this is the Naxi Ancient Music Band.
      Look, most of them are 70-80 years old.

    T‡men h‚oxi„ng   w·nr de hÍn g‡oxÔng.   

A: 
    T‡men z„i zuÁ shÈnme?    YÏfu   d‰u shÏ le.

     ZhÎ shÔ  D‚izÒ  de     "P‰shuÓjiÈ".        

B:  
(This is the Dai's "Water-splashing" festival.)

A:  They seem to be having a good time.
      What are they doing?
      Their clothes are all wet. 

B:  This is the Dai's 'Water splashing' festival.
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Chinese English

   ZhÎ shÔ H„nzÒrÈn  z„i hu· lÂngzh‰u ma?

A:  
    BÛ shÔ.    T‡men shÔ Zhu„ngzÒrÈn.    

B:
     T‡men yÍ  yÊu hu· lÂngzh‰u de huÂdÁng ma?

A:
      ShÔ  de.

B:

A:  Are they Han people rowing the dragon boat?

B:  No, they are Zhuang people.

A:  Do they also have dragon boats?

B:  Yes.

    T‡men z„i w·nr yÂuxÔ ma? 

A:
     BÛ shÔ.     T‡men  z„i ti„owÚ.    

B: 
ZhÎ shÔ  LÌzÒrÈn    de     "D‚zhÒwÚ".

    Sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ  de huÂdÁng zhËn yÊu  yÔsi.          

A: 
NÓ  bÛ  g„osu wÊ,    wÊ zhËn de  bÛ zhÏd„o.

    

A:  Are they playing a game?

B:  No.  They're dancing.
      This is the 'Bamboo pole dance'.

A:  The activities of minoritiy people are very 
      interesting.  If you didn't tell me about them, I 
      wouldn't have known about them.
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